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[class. = conflict or ?]
[class. != ?


















































































































































A solid circle inside a larger empty circle denotes the termination of a state.
Used to denote a transition from one state to another
the ‘superstate’
state, the path to be taken is usually governed by preconditions.
This notation is used when there are two possible paths from the one





Descriptions can be added to transitions to clarify their purpose.  An
event is something that triggers the transition.  A guard is a condition 
governing whether a transition can be taken.  An action is an  
An example of two processes being run in parallel.  The system can be in
the following states: (A,C) (A,D), B (in which case the 2nd process has 
been aborted) or E once both A and D are finished. 
(Notation added to UML for convenience) 
(In the preconditions the term != is equivalent to "is not equal to").
uninteruptable, brief process that takes place when the transition is taken.
"Description of transition"
Some states may contain substates, which are shown by drawing them inside
A basic state that the system may be in.  In this model, basic states are
cognitive processes that are not analysed further. 
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